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Two things inspired me to show you this gift bag: the new Gift Bag Punch Board and the new 
Bohemian Designer Series Paper. I particularly like the deep, rich pattern with the purples and 
turquoises in it. I just can't wait to put something in the bag and give it away! 
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Supplies List: 
 Stamps: You've Got This (wood: 139572, clear: 139575); Perfect Peacock (133830) 

 Ink: Island Indigo (126986) and Blackberry Bliss (133642) Classic Stampin' Pads 

 Paper: Bohemian Designer Series Paper (138446), 12" x 7-1/2", 2-1/2" x 4-1/2"; Very Vanilla 
8-1/2" x 11" Card Stock (101650), 2-1/4" x 4-1/4" 

 Accessories: Gift Bag Punch Board (135862); Delightful Dijon 1" Dotted Lace Trim Ribbon 
(138426), 30"; Stampin' Trimmer Paper Cutter & Scorer (126889); Stampin' Trimmer Rotary 
Addition (129407); Tiny Wave Stampin' Trimmer Rotary Cutting Blade (129409); Bone Folder 
(102300); Silicone Craft Sheet (127853); Sponge Daubers (133773); Fast Fuse Adhesive 
(129026); Stampin' Dimensionals (104430); floss threader 

 
Instructions: 
 

1. Punch & score bag from 12" x 7-1/2" piece of Designer Series Paper (DSP) according to the 
instructions on the Punch Board. Punch holes on the opposite side. (Print diagram below to 
have in front of you when you punch.) 

2. Crease the score lines with a Bone Folder into a grocery bag shape. Adhere the side flap to 
the bag with Fast Fuse. Open out the bag and adhere the bottom flaps with Fast Fuse, 
applying adhesive to the outside edges of the back and side flaps and the back of the front 
flap. Place the Silicone Craft Sheet under the flaps so they won't stick to your work area. 

3. Trim 1/4" from one end of the remaining DSP and the Very Vanilla piece with the Tiny Wave 
cutting blade.  Stamp peacock image with the Island Indigo pad on the Very Vanilla piece. 
Sponge the edges with the Blackberry Bliss pad. 

4. Adhere the stamped image to the reverse side of the DSP with Fast Fuse and attach to the 
bag front with Dimensionals. 

5. Thread the ribbon through the holes. Fill your bag, then tie it closed in a bow. 
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